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This course includes
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Statistics / 
Machine 
Learning

Computation

Linguistics
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Computation/Statistics in NLP
(in this course)
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Statistical learning methods

Counting-based
multinomials

Discriminative
linear models

Formal 
structure

Bag-of-words

Sequences

Model 1

N-gram LM

Naive Bayes

Finite State / 
Regular Languages

Context Free 
Grammars

Logistic Reg.

Syntactic parsers....

Part-of-speech taggers...
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Classification problems

• Given text d, want to predict label y

• Is this restaurant review positive or negative?

• Is this email spam or not?

• Which author wrote this text?

• (Is this word a noun or verb?)

• d: documents, sentences, etc.

• y: discrete/categorical variable

4

Goal: from training set of (d,y) pairs, learn  
a probabilistic classifier  f(d) = P(y|d) 

(“supervised learning”)
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Features for model: Bag-of-words
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6.1 Naive Bayes Classifiers

In this section we introduce the multinomial naive Bayes classifier, so called be-naive Bayes
classifier

cause it is a Bayesian classifier that makes a simplifying (naive) assumption about
how the features interact.

The intuition of the classifier is shown in Fig. 6.1. We represent a text document
as if it were a bag-of-words, that is, an unordered set of words with their positionbag-of-words

ignored, keeping only their frequency in the document. In the example in the figure,
instead of representing the word order in all the phrases like “I love this movie” and
“I would recommend it”, we simply note that the word I occurred 5 times in the
entire excerpt, the word it 6 times, the word love, recommend, and movie once, and
so on.
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I love this movie! It's sweet, 
but with satirical humor. The 
dialogue is great and the 
adventure scenes are fun... 
It manages to be whimsical 
and romantic while laughing 
at the conventions of the 
fairy tale genre. I would 
recommend it to just about 
anyone. I've seen it several 
times, and I'm always happy 
to see it again whenever I 
have a friend who hasn't 
seen it yet!
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Figure 6.1 Intuition of the multinomial naive Bayes classifier applied to a movie review. The position of the
words is ignored (the bag of words assumption) and we make use of the frequency of each word.

Naive Bayes is a probabilistic classifier, meaning that for a document d, out of
all classes c 2 C the classifier returns the class ĉ which has the maximum posterior
probability given the document, In Eq. 6.1 we use the hat notation ˆ to mean “ourˆ

estimate of the correct class”.

ĉ = argmax
c2C

P(c|d) (6.1)

This idea of Bayesian inference has been known since the work of Bayes (1763),Bayesian
inference

and was first applied to text classification by Mosteller and Wallace (1964). The in-
tuition of Bayesian classification is to use Bayes’ rule to transform Eq. 6.1 into other
probabilities that have some useful properties. Bayes’ rule is presented in Eq. 6.2;
it gives us a way to break down any conditional probability P(x|y) into three other
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Generative vs. Discriminative approaches
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Goal: from training set of (d,y) pairs, learn  
a probabilistic “classifier”  f(d) = P(y|d) 

Naive Bayes

Logistic Regression

Learning:

P (y | d) / P (y) P (d | y; ✓)

max

✓

Y

i2train

P (di | yi; ✓)Learning:

max

✓

Y

i2train

P (yi | di)

(where it’s just counting)

Generative model: use the “noisy channel” idea.

Discriminative model: directly learn this function

(where it’s harder
than counting)

P (y | d) = f(d; ✓)
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Multinomial Naive Bayes: Unigram LM
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P (y | w1..wT ) / P (y) P (w1..wT | y)

conditional 
independence 
assumption

Y

t

P (wt | y)

Parameters: P (w | y)

Tokens in doc

• Generative story:

• Choose doc category y

• For each token position 
in doc:

• Draw w_t

Learning: with pseudocount smoothing,

for each document category y and wordtype w
P (y) prior distribution over document categories y

P (w | y,↵) = #(w occurrences in docs with label y) + ↵

#(tokens total across docs with label y) + V ↵
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Infer posterior probabilities for new document

P (y = k | w1..wT ) =
P (y = k)

Q
t P (wt | y = k)P

k0 P (y = k0)
Q

t P (wt | y = k0)

Infer most likely class for new document

Prediction

argmax

k
P (y = k)

Y

t

P (wt | y = k)

Multinomial Naive Bayes: Unigram LM
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Example
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Cat Documents
Training - just plain boring

- entirely predictable and lacks energy
- no surprises and very few laughs
+ very powerful
+ the most fun film of the summer

Test ? predictable with no originality

The prior P(c) for the two classes is computed via Eq. 6.12 as Nc
Ndoc

:

P(�) =
3
5

P(+) =
2
5

The likelihoods from the training set for the four words “predictable”, “with”,
“no”, and “originality”, are as follows, from Eq. 6.15 (computing the probabilities
for the remainder of the words in the training set is left as Exercise 6.??).

P(“predictable”|�) =
1+1

14+20
P(“predictable”|+) =

0+1
9+20

P(“with”|�) =
0+1

14+20
P(“with”|+) =

0+1
9+20

P(“no”|�) =
1+1

14+20
P(“no”|+) =

0+1
9+20

P(“originality”|�) =
0+1

14+20
P(“originality”|+) =

0+1
9+20

For the test sentence S = “predictable with no originality”, the chosen class, via
Eq. 6.9, is therefore computed as follows:

P(S|�)P(�) =
3
5
⇥ 2⇥1⇥2⇥1

344 = 1.8⇥10�6

P(S|+)P(+) =
2
5
⇥ 1⇥1⇥1⇥1

294 = 5.7⇥10�7

The model thus predicts the class negative for the test sentence.

6.1.3 Optimizing for Sentiment Analysis
While standard naive Bayes text classification can work well for sentiment analysis,
some small changes are generally employed that improve performance.

First, for sentiment classification and a number of other text classification tasks,
whether a word occurs or not seems to matter more than its frequency. Thus it often
improves performance to clip the word counts in each document at 1. This variant
is called binary multinominal naive Bayes or binary NB. The variant uses thebinary NB

same Eq. 6.10 except that for each document we remove all duplicate words before
concatenating them into the single big document. Fig. 6.3 shows an example in
which a set of four documents (shortened and text-normalized for this example) are
remapped to binary, with the modified counts shown in the table on the right. The
example is worked without add-1 smoothing to make the differences clearer. Note
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with pseudocount=1

Learning

Prediction/Inference
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NB as a Linear Model

2/34 x 1/34 x 2/34 x 1/34

1/29 x 1/29 x 1/29 x 1/29

3

5

P (w1..wT | +)

P (w1..wT | �)

>1 then + more likely
<1 then - more likely

Consider: ratio of posterior probs

P (+ | w1..wT )

P (� | w1..wT )

P (+)

P (�)
=

Odds form of Bayes Rule:

prior ratio likelihood ratio

Q
t P (wt|+)Q
t P (wt|�)

P (+)

P (�)
=

=

1/P (w1..wT )

1/P (w1..wT )
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NB as a Linear Model

P (+ | w1..wT )

P (� | w1..wT )

Q
t P (wt|+)Q
t P (wt|�)

P (+)

P (�)
=

Y

t

P (wt|+)

P (wt|�)
P (+)

P (�)
=

>1 then + more likely
<1 then - more likely

>0 then + more likely
<0 then - more likely

log

P (+)

P (�)

+

X

t

log

P (wt|+)

P (wt|�)

=

= log

P (+)

P (�)

+

VX

w

nw log

P (w|+)

P (w|�)

2/34       1/34       2/34       1/34

1/29       1/29       1/29       1/29

3

5
= +log +log +log +loglog

log

P (+ | w1..wT )

P (� | w1..wT )
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NB as a Linear Model

>0 then + more likely
<0 then - more likely

= log

P (+)

P (�)

+

VX

w

nw log

P (w|+)

P (w|�)

�0

�w

+

log

P (+ | w1..wT )

P (� | w1..wT )

�T
x

=

=
x = (1,  count “happy”, count “sad”,  ....)

P (+ | w1..wT ) =
exp(�T

x)

1 + exp(�T
x)

Where 

(�1:V )
Tn

g(z) =
ex

1 + ex
=

1

1 + e�x

Logistic sigmoid
function

Feature vector
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Logistic regression

• NB (decision between unigram LMs) prescribes 
one particular formula for the beta weights.

• Can we just fit the beta weights to maximize 
likelihood of the training data?

13

P (+ | w1..wT ) =
exp(�T

x)

1 + exp(�T
x)
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